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Executive summary 
As enterprises get larger in size over time, the amount of data they tend to accumulate undoubtedly increases. Enterprises are continuously 
acquiring data - from their customers, suppliers, partners, and competitors in their market. In addition, a growing number of real-time data 
sources such as smart devices, log data, sensors, social media, and clickstream data are generating a massive volume of data. This exploding data 
growth results in complexity for enterprise IT departments responsible for managing, storing, processing datasets, and deriving key business 
insights in real-time.  

The key business drivers behind real-time analytics across multiple industry verticals, including Financial Services, Healthcare, Retail, and 
Telecom are the: 

• Real-Time ingestion of data streams, file, images, videos 

• Real-Time gathering of data about customers, suppliers, systems and smart devices 

• Real-Time processing of data as it arrives as opposed to storing and retrieving it in future 

• Real-Time analysis of data with analytical tools and dashboards 

• Real-Time AI/ML model inference 

The HPE Elastic Platform for Analytics (EPA) is designed as a modular infrastructure foundation to address the need for a scalable multi-tenant 
platform, by enabling independent scaling of compute and storage through infrastructure building blocks that are optimized for streaming 
analytics, batch analytics, and AI workloads. This Reference Architecture provides an in-depth architecture of HPE EPA, for scalable and shared 
enterprise, for a real-time streaming analytics platform. This Reference Architecture provides in-depth implementation for scalable real-time 
streaming analytics with HPE EPA and MapR Data Platform. 

This white paper further demonstrates why HPE EPA architecture is an ideal infrastructure solution for real-time streaming analytics workloads. 
HPE EPA platform provides a comprehensive data pipeline for Edge-to-Core-to-Data Lake-to-AI/ML infrastructure for real-time analytics. This 
Reference Architecture highlights the capabilities of an End-to-End data pipeline (Edge-to-Core/Cloud), delivering data storage using storage-
dense, purpose-built building blocks based on the HPE Apollo 4200. This can be employed for both batch and streaming analytics using 
compute-dense purpose built building block based on the HPE Apollo 2000, as well as an AI building block for model building and training with 
GPU acceleration based on the HPE Apollo 6500. The HPE ProLiant DL360 serves as a general control block. 

Document purpose: This Reference Architecture provides general guidelines for deploying real-time streaming analytic workloads on HPE EPA 
using the MapR Data Platform. In addition to outlining the key solution components, this white paper also provides guidelines for configuring and 
deploying this combined solution. 

Target audience: The intended audience of this document includes, but is not limited to subject matter experts,Domain experts, Data Engineers, 
IT managers, pre-sales engineers, services consultants, partner engineers, and customers that are interested in implementing Streaming 
Analytics in their existing or new big data deployments to include real-time processing capabilities for their analytic workloads.  

This white paper describes testing performed in December 2018. 

Introduction 
This document has multiple terminologies that have been introduced and used with reference to streaming analytics. This section defines some 
of those terminologies with a brief description of their meaning.  

HPE Elastic Platform for Analytics (EPA) 
The HPE Elastic Platform for Analytics is a premier modular infrastructure foundation to accelerate business insights, enabling organizations to 
rapidly deploy, efficiently scale, and securely manage the explosive growth in volume, speed, and variety of big data workloads. It offers 
organization to build a data pipeline optimized for real-time streaming analytics.  

For more information, refer to the HPE Reference Configuration for Elastic Platform for Analytics (EPA) document located at, 
http://h20195.www2.hpe.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA6-8931ENW. 
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MapR Data Platform 
The MapR Data Platform is an all-software data platform for AI, analytics and real-time event streaming. MapR users store, manage, process, and 
analyze all kinds of data with mission-critical reliability while meeting production SLAs. Unique to MapR is a core set of data services designed to 
ensure Exabyte scale and high performance while providing unmatched data protection, disaster recovery, security, and management services 
for disparate data types, including files, objects, tables, events, and more.   

MapR-XD 
MapR-XD Distributed File (MapR-FS) and Object Store manages both structured and unstructured data. It is designed to store data at Exabyte 
scale, support trillions of files, and uniquely combine analytics and operations into a single platform. MapR-XD Distributed File and Object Store 
supports a wide range of workloads, including AI/ML, analytics, and Hadoop. The XD Distributed File and Object Store is integrated with MapR 
Database and Event Store for Apache Kafka, allowing users to run nearly any workload on one cluster in production. 

MapR-Event Store for Apache Kafka 
MapR Event Store for Apache Kafka is the first massively scalable publish-subscribe event streaming system built into a unified data platform. It 
is the only publish-subscribe streaming system to support global event replication reliably at IoT scale. Event Store for Apache Kafka supports 
the Kafka API and includes out-of-box integration with popular streaming frameworks such as Spark Streaming. The Event Store for Apache 
Kafka is integrated with MapR-XD Distributed File and Object Store and MapR Database, allowing users to run nearly any workload on one 
cluster in production. MapR Event Store for Apache Kafka is the new name for MapR Event Streams, or MapR-ES. 

MapR Event Store for Apache Kafka brings integrated publish and subscribe messaging to the MapR Data Platform.  

 

Figure 1. Streaming analytics architecture 

Topics in MapR Event Store for Apache Kafka are grouped into Streams, to which administrators can apply security, retention, and replication 
policies. Combined with the MapR Filesystem and MapR Database in the MapR Data Platform, using these Streams enables organizations to 
create a centralized, secure Data Lake that unifies files, database tables, and message topics. 
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Messages are published to topics by Producer applications and are read by Consumer applications. All messages published to the MapR Event 
Store for Apache Kafka are persisted, allowing future consumers to “catch-up” on processing and analytics applications to process historical data. 
Additionally, messages are specifically written to Topic Partitions. 

MapR Database 
MapR Database is a high performance NoSQL database management system built into the MapR Data Platform. It is a highly scalable, multi-
model database that supports wide-column, key-value, JSON (document), and time-series data in a single database allowing developers to 
choose the model best suited to their use-case. MapR Database brings together operations, analytics, real-time streaming, and database 
workloads to enable a broader set of next-generation data-intensive applications. MapR Database is the new definition for MapR-DB 

MapR Data Science Refinery (DSR) 
The MapR Data Science Refinery is an easy-to-deploy and scalable data science toolkit with native access to all platform assets and superior out-
of-the-box security. Within the MapR platform, support is offered for popular open source tooling in a preconfigured offering that can be 
distributed to many data science teams across a multitenant environment. 

MapR Edge 
MapR Edge is a fully-functional, yet small footprint edition of the MapR Data Platform that addresses the need to capture, process, and analyze 
IoT data close to the source. Edge clusters are supported in three- to five-node configurations, with each boasting enterprise data services (e.g., 
files, tables, streams, Drill, Spark, Hive), along with related data management and protection capabilities (e.g., security, snapshots, mirroring, 
replication, and compression). 

Streaming analytics 
Stream-based computing is becoming the norm for data-driven organizations. Streaming analytics analyses and performs action on real-time 
data through the use of continuous data flow mechanism. Streaming analytics enables low latency analysis of continuous stream of data. One of 
the most important and widespread situations in which it is important to be able to carry out low-latency analytics on streaming data is for 
defending data security by enabling real-time decisions making.  

Spark Streaming 
Spark Streaming is one of the subprojects that comprise Apache Spark. Spark Streaming uses micro-batching to approximate real-time stream 
analytics. This means that a batch program is run at frequent intervals to process all recently arrived data together with state stored from 
previous data. 

Flink 
Apache Flink is a highly scalable, high-performance processing engine that can handle low latency as well as batch analytics.  

Storm 
Apache Storm is designed for real-time processing for large-scale distributed systems. Storm’s approach is real-time processing of unbounded 
streams. It works with many languages. Recent additions intend to add windowing capabilities for Storm with an “at-least-once” guarantee 
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Edge-to-Core streaming analytics data pipeline 
Customers use streaming data to gain real-time analytics into customer activities and immediate business trends. In order to achieve real-time 
analytics on streaming data generated from thousands of data sources (including log data, clickstream data, social media data, finance trading 
data, geospatial data, and telemetry data of connected devices) it is important to establish a data pipeline which enables data acquisition at the 
edge, that integrates with stream processing and batch processing, at the core. Here is the building block approach of End-to-End data pipeline 
that helps customers in quickly adopting growing volume, velocity, and variety of datasets. 

 

Figure 2. MapR Data Platform – End-to-End data pipeline with HPE EPA 

1. “IoT Edge” is the first building block solution. It is where data is acquired, processed, queued at the edge, and replicated in real-time to the 
core.  

2. “Streaming analytics” is the second solution building block. It is deployed at the core data center and integrates with Edge, and is where data 
is streamed, enriched, and analyzed in real-time, as well as being retained indefinitely for future analytics. 

3. The third solution building block is “Big Data”. It is deployed at the core data center and provides Data Lake capabilities; it is where all the ETL 
is performed and data is prepared for machine learning and deep learning in particular.  

4. The fourth solution building block is “AI”. AI is deployed at the core data center and is where the processed data is available for data scientists 
and data technicians, to understand the data, and where they build machine learning models and train the models. 

Once the trained model that was developed at the “AI” building block is ready, then these models would be made available across the data 
pipeline including “edge” and “fast data” with data science toolchain enabling the model management. 
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The choice of streaming analytics framework is critical to achieve the desired architecture and varies depending upon the use-cases. Here are a 
few recommended guidelines that can help in choosing the streaming analytics requirements. 

 

 Spark Streaming Flink Storm 

Guarantee                                                Exactly Once At least Once 

Throughput                                                                               High 

Fault Tolerance       RDD Based Lineage               Checkpointing Tuple/Record level ACKs 

Computation Model        Micro Batches                                              Streaming 

Window Criteria          Time Based                                            Record Based 

Memory Management           Configured                                                Automatic 

Resource Management Native, YARN, MESOS, Kubernetes        YARN, Kubernetes       YARN, MESOS 

 
Figure 3. Streaming analytics – continuous streams processing and micro-batch processing 

This Reference Architecture is implemented with Spark Streaming and also provides a blueprint for streaming analytics data pipeline with Spark 
Streaming and MapR Event Store. It is implemented with HPE Apollo 2000 Gen 10 compute dense configurations. 
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Solution overview 
The HPE Elastic Platform for Analytics (EPA) is a premier modular infrastructure foundation to accelerate business insights, enabling 
organizations to rapidly deploy, efficiently scale. The HPE EPA solution for real-time streaming analytics enables high volume data ingest, 
analytics, and data visualization with HPE Apollo Servers. The advantages of adopting a combined HPE EPA and MapR solution are below. 

• Ingesting huge volumes and generating a variety of real-time data by sensors with Edge Infrastructure 

• Streaming a massive volume of (structured and unstructured) data to a scalable data pipeline with Core Infrastructure 

• Persisting high velocity data (structured and unstructured) to Data Lake Storage Infrastructure. 

 

Figure 4. MapR Data Platform – Edge-to-Core implementation with HPE Apollo based EPA Reference Architecture 

Solution Architecture 
At the core of this Reference Architecture is the underlying infrastructure building blocks. These blocks form the foundation of the EPA solution 
designs and can be pieced together in different ways to solve unique customer needs. This section will detail storage, compute, and AI 
accelerator blocks based on the HPE Apollo 4200, HPE Apollo 2000 and HPE Apollo 6500 servers required to build and implement streaming 
analytics on EPA Platform. The blocks defined in this section may be modified (e.g., processor model, memory, etc.) to address new or changing 
workloads and environments. Specific workload services and behavior will drive the final configuration requirements including compute and 
storage definition and quantity. Below is the infrastructure building blocks required to implement streaming analytics on HPE EPA for real-time 
streaming analytics solution with MapR Data Platform. 

Table 1. Solution components 

Blocks Model 

Control Block HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 

Data Block HPE Apollo 4200 Gen10 

Batch and Streaming Block HPE Apollo 2000 (XL 170r) Gen10 

AI Accelerator Block HPE Apollo 6500 Gen10 

Network Block HPE FlexFabric 5950 48SFP28 8QSFP28 switch 

Rack Block 1200mm or 1075mm 
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The following rack design demonstrates the single rack configuration for streaming analytics implementation with MapR Data Platform 6.1 on 
HPE EPA platform. 

 

Figure 5. Basic conceptual diagram of single rack HPE EPA for real-time streaming analytics 

The above infrastructure building block is implemented with MapR Data Platform 6.1 components for streaming analytics and below are the 
services deployed on each node. 

Management node – deployment services 
The management node for deployment services controls the deployment of MapR Data Platform and participates in the cluster in extension of 
the cluster and also helps in monitoring infrastructure services. 

Table 2. Management node for deployment services basic software components 

Software Description 

Red Hat® Enterprise Linux 7.5 Recommended Operating System 

HPE Performance Cluster Manager 1.1 Infrastructure Deployment, Management, and Monitoring 

Open JDK 1.8 Java Development Kit 

MapR Installer MapR Installer + MapR Repos 

Clush Clustershell Utility  
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Management node – monitoring topology 
Management nodes for monitoring topology are part of MapR Data Platform cluster and primarily host consolidated log monitoring services 
across all core services deployed in the cluster. 

Table 3. Management node for monitoring topology software components 

Software Description 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.5 Recommended Operating System 

Open JDK 1.8 Java Development Kit 

MFS MapR FS Client 

Warden Manage, Monitor and report on the services on each node 

Elastic Search Real-time search and analytics 

Collectd To collect the metrics 

 

Storage node – storage topology 
The storage node hosts are the core services of the MapR Data Platform and include MapR FS, MapR Database, and MapR Event Store. 

Table 4. Storage node software components 

Software Description 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.5 Recommended Operating System 

Open JDK 1.8 Java Development Kit 

MapR FS/DB/ES MapR File System, MapR Database, MapR Event Store 

CLDB Maintains the locations of services, containers and other cluster information 

Collectd To collect the metrics 

Hive Metastore 

Hive Server 

History Server 

Hive MetaStore for Hive Metadata 

Hive Service to run SQL-like ad-hoc queries 

Job History for Resource Manager 

OJAI Query Service MapR Database Query Service 

Resource Manager Manages the cluster resources 

Spark History Server and Thrift Server Processing Engine for large datasets 

Zookeeper Cluster coordination service 

HBase History and Thrift Server Provides access to MapR Database 

Kibana Monitoring Dashboard with visualization  

Warden Manage, Monitor and report on the services on each node 
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Worker node – compute topology 
Worker nodes are designed to implement the client services of MapR Data Platform (primarily MapR Expansion Pack (MEP) components). 
Services deployed on these nodes will fetch and persist data to Storage nodes where the core services are implemented. Primarily 3 categories of 
services that get deployed on these worker nodes are Batch Analytics, Streaming Analytics, and AI Accelerator workloads. These worker nodes 
will host Node Manager Service responsible to execute YARN jobs across all workloads. Below are the service layout against respective workload 
category.  

Batch Analytics nodes 
Table 5. Batch Analytics node software components 

Software Description 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.5 Recommended Operating System 

Open JDK 1.8 Java Development Kit 

NodeManager Yarn NodeManager service 

Warden Manage, Monitor and report on the services on each node 

MFS MapR File Service 

Collectd To collect the metrics 

Drill  Distributed query engine for large datasets 

SparkSQL  Processing engine for structured data processing 

Hive client Hive client services for communication  

 

Streaming Analytics nodes 
Table 6. Streaming Analytics node software components 

Software Description 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.5 Recommended Operating System 

Open JDK 1.8 Java Development Kit 

NodeManager Yarn NodeManager service 

Warden Manage, Monitor and report on the services on each node 

MFS MapR File Service 

Spark Streaming Stream processing engine of live data streams 

MapR Streams Client Services Publish/Subscribe messaging to the MapR Data Platform 

Collectd  To collect the metrics 
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AI Accelerator nodes 
Table 7. AI Accelerator node software components 

Software Description 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.5 Recommended Operating System 

Open JDK 1.8 Java Development Kit 

Warden Manage, Monitor and report on the services on each node 

MFS MapR File Service 

MapR DSR Data Science Refinery- suite of data science tools 

Tensorflow Library for Numerical computation and large-scale Machine Learning  

 

Real-time streaming analytics with EPA – best practice 
Real-time streaming analytics implementation with EPA Cluster involves the below best practices, including bare metal cluster set-up and tuning, 
MapR Data Platform set-up with storage nodes, and batch and streaming analytics with compute nodes. 

General hardware guidelines 
 Base cluster set-up requires below system-level optimizations while setting up the initial cluster to obtain production grade environment to scale 
to high-throughput requirement for streaming analytics. These setting may require additional specific optimizations as per type of workloads. 

OS tuning 
As a general recommendation, update to the latest patch level available to improve stability and optimize performance. The recommended Linux 
file system is ext4, 64 bit O/S. 

1. Turn-off hyper-threading on Storage Nodes and turn-on hyper-threading on compute nodes 

2. Enable defaults, nodiratime,noatime (/etc/fstab) 

3. Do not use logical volume manager (LVM) 

4. Tune the OS block readahead to 8K (/etc/rc.d/rc.local): 

        blockdev --setra 8192 <storage device> 
for f in /sys/block/sd*; do 
  val=$(cat $f/queue/rotational) 
  if [[ "$val" -eq "0" ]]; then 
    echo Disk $f configured as SSD 
    echo noop > $f/queue/scheduler 
    echo 4096 > $f/queue/read_ahead_kb 
    echo 32 > $f/queue/nr_requests 
    echo 2 > $f/queue/nomerges 
    echo 2 > $f/queue/rq_affinity 
    echo 1024 > $f/device/queue_depth 
  else 
    echo Disk $f configured as HDD 
    echo deadline > $f/queue/scheduler 
    echo 4096 > $f/queue/read_ahead_kb 
    echo 16 > $f/queue/nr_requests 
    echo 0 > $f/queue/nomerges 
    echo 2 > $f/queue/rq_affinity 
    echo 1024 > $f/device/queue_depth 
  fi 
done 
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5.  Decrease kernel swappiness to minimum 1: 

     Set sysctl vm.swappiness=1 in /etc/sysctl.conf 

6. Tune ulimits for number of open files to a high number: 

              Example: in /etc/security/limits.conf: 

  ### MapR Hadoop specific optimisations 
  soft nproc 65536 
  hard nproc 65536 
  soft nofile 262144 
  hard nofile 262144 
  # End of file 
  soft memlock unlimited 
  hard memlock unlimited 
  mapr - nofile 65536 
  mapr - nproc 64000 
  mapr - memlock unlimited 
  mapr - core unlimited 
  mapr - nice -10 
Add it to end of (/etc/security/limits.conf) 

7. Set IO scheduler policy to deadline on all the data drives: 

   echo deadline > /sys/block/<device>/queue/scheduler 

8. For persistency across boot, append the following to the kernel boot line in /etc/grub.conf: 

   elevator=deadline 

9. Install and configure Chrony to ensure clocks on each node are in sync to the management node. 

10. Set tuned profile network-latency for the server. The profile for low latency network tuning also disables transparent hugepages, NUMA 
balancing, and tunes several other network related sysctl parameters: 

  tuned-adm profile network-latency 

11. For good performance improvements, disable transparent huge page compaction: 

      echo never > /sys/kernel/mm/transparent_hugepage/enabled 

12. Disable SELinux on RHEL 7 by editing /etc/selinux/config and setting SELINUX=disabled 

 

Storage nodes Implementation for MapR-XD, MapR Event Store and MapR Database 
Storage nodes are implemented with storage optimized building block of HPE Apollo 4200 Gen10 as these nodes provide rich storage 
configurations. We implement MapR Data Platform core components i.e. MapR-XD, MapR Event Store and MapR Database. A minimum of 5 
Storage nodes are required to establish entry level configuration for production grade. 

1. During the installation of a MapR Cluster, a Storage Pool would be required to configure as part of disk setup. A Storage Pool is made up one 
of or more disks grouped together by MapR-FS. Storage volume is a logical unit that allows you to apply policies to sets of files, directories 
and tables. Create a Storage pool in round-robin fashion, which will help in optimal metadata distribution. 

No. of Storage nodes 5 

No.of disks/node (4TB each) 28 

O/S disks / node (RAID 1)  2 

disks/pool / node 4 

MapR FS(MFS) instances/node 2 

No. of Storage pools per instance 4 

Total Storage pool / Node 7 

http://www.hpe.com
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2. Once we have the design and storage topology architecture in-place, identify data disks and O/S disks on each storage nodes.   

nodes o/s disks (200GB each) data disks (4TB each) 

m20dn01 /dev/sdac /dev/sd[a-z],/dev/sda[a,b,d] 

m20dn02 /dev/sdac /dev/sd[a-z],/dev/sda[a,b,d] 

m20dn03 /dev/sdac /dev/sd[a-z],/dev/sda[a,b,d] 

m20dn04 /dev/sdac /dev/sd[a-z],/dev/sda[a,b,d] 

m20dn05 /dev/sdac /dev/sd[a-z],/dev/sda[a,b,d] 

 

Note 
We need to maintain consistency for disk naming and disk count on each storage node in order to streamline the configuration and setup of 
storage node services including MapR-XD, MapR Event Store, and MapR Database. MapR core components are installed along-with setting up of 
storage pools.  

3. Storage pool configuration can be done in two ways: 

a. Using MapR Installer GUI – Specify the data disks in MapR Installer, or 

b. Using “disksetup” commandline utility – Create disks.txt file with data disks and add all data disks to disks.txt. (example below) 

 
$ cat /tmp/disks.txt 

/dev/sda  
/dev/sdb  
/dev/sdc 

$ /opt/mapr/server/disksetup -F -W 4 /tmp/disks.txt 
 
4. Save the config settings for MapR-XD instance volume mapping. 

$ maprcli config save -values {multimfs.numsps.perinstance:4} 

Note 
After the warden services is restarted on the storage nodes it will have two MFS instances running. 

5. The default topology for all the nodes is /data, move storage nodes to the /storage topology which will provide proper placement of data in 
the correct node topology. Also set the default topology for MapR volumes to the storage topology. This can be done in 2 ways: 

c. Using MapR MCS GUI – Select all the nodes and then click Change Topology, select Create New Topology “/storage”, or 

d. Using “maprcli” commandline utility – Create disks.txt file with data disks and add all data disks to disks.txt. (example below) 

 
Get list of server-ids 

$ maprcli node list -columns id 
[mapr@m20dn01 ~]$ maprcli node list -columns id 
hostname             ip             id 
m20dn01.localdomain  172.30.230.1   6322276847701239412 
m20dn02.localdomain  172.30.230.2   7150072761393610337 
m20dn03.localdomain  172.30.230.3   3640112062563262195 
m20dn04.localdomain  172.30.230.4   4553464057887941831 
m20dn05.localdomain  172.30.230.5   2666768896270986846 
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Move nodes to storage topology “/storage” 

$ maprcli node move -serverids <serverid list comma seperated> -topology /storage 
$ maprcli node move –serverids 6322276847701239412, 7150072761393610337 , 
3640112062563262195 , 4553464057887941831 , 2666768896270986846 –topology /storage 

 
6. Migrate existing MapR volumes to the “/storage” topology. 

a. Using MapR MCS GUI – Select all the volumes and then click Change Topology, select topology as “/storage”. 

b. Using “maprcli” commandline utility : Move existing volumes using maprcli command (example below). 

Get list of volume names and topology (rackpath) 
$ maprcli volume list -columns volumename,rackpath 
volumename                              rackpath 
mapr.apps                               /data 
mapr.cldb.internal                      /data 
mapr.cluster.root                       /data 
mapr.configuration                      /data 
mapr.hbase                              /data 
mapr.m20dn01.localdomain.local.audit    /data 
mapr.m20dn01.localdomain.local.logs     /data 
mapr.m20dn01.localdomain.local.metrics  /data 
mapr.m20dn02.localdomain.local.audit    /data 
mapr.m20dn02.localdomain.local.logs     /data 
mapr.m20dn02.localdomain.local.metrics  /data 
mapr.m20dn03.localdomain.local.audit    /data 
mapr.m20dn03.localdomain.local.logs     /data 
mapr.m20dn03.localdomain.local.metrics  /data 
mapr.m20dn04.localdomain.local.audit    /data 
mapr.m20dn04.localdomain.local.logs     /data 
mapr.m20dn04.localdomain.local.metrics  /data 
mapr.m20dn05.localdomain.local.audit    /data 
mapr.m20dn05.localdomain.local.logs     /data 
mapr.m20dn05.localdomain.local.metrics  /data 
mapr.m20hn01.localdomain.local.audit    /data 
mapr.m20hn01.localdomain.local.logs     /data 
mapr.m20hn01.localdomain.local.metrics  /data 
 

Move the volumes to “/storage” topology 
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.apps –topology /storage 
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.cldb.internal –topology /storage 
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.cluster.root –topology /storage 
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.configuration –topology /storage 
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.hbase –topology /storage 
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.metering –topology /storage 
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.metrics –topology /storage 
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.monitoring.metricstreams   –topology /storage 
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.opt   –topology /storage                    
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.resourcemanager.volume   –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.tmp   –topology /storage                      
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.var   –topology /storage                      
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr_home  –topology /storage                     
$ maprcli volume move –name users –topology /storage    
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn01.localdomain.local.audit     –topology /storage   
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$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn01.localdomain.local.logs      –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn01.localdomain.local.metrics   –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn02.localdomain.local.audit     –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn02.localdomain.local.logs      –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn02.localdomain.local.metrics   –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn03.localdomain.local.audit     –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn03.localdomain.local.logs      –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn03.localdomain.local.metrics   –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn04.localdomain.local.audit     –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn04.localdomain.local.logs      –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn04.localdomain.local.metrics   –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn05.localdomain.local.audit     –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn05.localdomain.local.logs      –topology /storage   
$ maprcli volume move –name mapr.m20dn05.localdomain.local.metrics   –topology /storage 
 

7. Set default topology for volumes to “/storage”. 

$ maprcli config save -values "{\"cldb.default.volume.topology\":\"/storage\"}" 
 

Once the storage nodes and MapR cluster are configured, as well as the default topology for volumes have been set, the addition of nodes will 
automatically set the volumes to the correct topology. 

Compute and Storage node memory allocation for MFS 
Optimizing the memory allocation of MFS on the different node tiers will optimize performance of MapR-XD, MapR Database and MapR Event 
Store on the storage tier, and also make more memory available for compute processes on the compute tier. 

 Storage Node Configuration: The MFS memory allocation is used for caching File System 
data, MapR Database data and MapR Streams (Event Store) data to optimize performance and 
response.  

Edit warden.conf file to increase the mfs memory parameters, refer below screen shot. 
The new memory allocation will be implemented once warden is restarted: 

$ cat /opt/mapr/conf/warden.conf |grep heap |grep mfs 
service.command.mfs.heapsize.percent=65 
service.command.mfs.heapsize.maxpercent=85 
service.command.mfs.heapsize.min=512 
 

 Compute Node Configuration: MFS memory allocation can be reduced substantially as it 
doesn't provide the same benefit as on the Storage nodes which will free up the memory 
footprint for compute service like Spark, Drill etc. 

Edit warden.conf file to decrease the mfs memory parameters, refer below screen shot. 
The new memory allocation will be implemented once warden is restarted: 
 
$ cat /opt/mapr/conf/warden.conf |grep heap |grep mfs 
service.command.mfs.heapsize.percent=5 
service.command.mfs.heapsize.maxpercent=10 
service.command.mfs.heapsize.min=512 
isDB=false. 
 

Compute and Storage node implementation for Drill Cluster 
Two drill clusters would be ideal to implement for this HPE and MapR RA. One cluster for Storage nodes and other for Compute nodes. The 
Storage node Drill cluster is utilized by the MapR Database OJAI Query Service and the Compute node Drill cluster is designed for a general 
purpose interactive analytic query service.  
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For more information on creating multiple Drill clusters in MapR see https://mapr.com/docs/home/Drill/config-multiple-drill-clusters.html. 
 
Storage Node Drill Cluster Configuration 
Drill on the storage nodes is configured for the OJAI query service and is set to use its own Drill cluster with a smaller Drill memory footprint. 
After the Drill cluster is created it needs to be registered for the OJAI query service. Below is a list of the key configuration file changes.  

1. Once the changes are made the drill-bits on the storage nodes need to be restarted. 

In the <DRILL-HOME>/conf directory 
Edit the following files: 
 
drill-env.sh  
export DRILLBIT_MAX_PROC_MEM=${DRILLBIT_MAX_PROC_MEM:-"6G"} 
export DRILL_HEAP=${DRILL_HEAP:-"3G"} 
export DRILL_MAX_DIRECT_MEMORY=${DRILL_MAX_DIRECT_MEMORY:-"2G"} 
 
warden.drill-bits.conf 
service.env=DRILLBIT_MAX_PROC_MEM=6G 
service.heapsize.min=5120 
service.heapsize.max=6144 
 
drill-override.conf  (add the following lines to drill.exec) 
zk.root: "drillqs" 
cluster-id: "hstcore.mapr.epa.hpe-drillqs", 
zk.connect: "m20dn03:5181,m20dn04:5181,m20dn05:5181", 
sys.store.provider.zk.blobroot: "maprfs:///apps/drillqs", 
spill.directories: [ "/tmp/drillqs/spill" ], 
spill.fs: "maprfs:///", 
security.user.encryption.sasl.enabled: true 
 

2. Restart the drill-bits on the storage nodes. Register the Drill cluster on the storage nodes as the OJAI Distributed Query Service. 

$ maprcli cluster queryservice setconfig -enabled true -clusterid hstcore.mapr.epa.hpe-
drillqs -storageplugin dfs -znode drillqs 
 

Compute Node Drill Cluster Configuration 
Drill on Compute nodes is configured for Interactive SQL engine, it doesn’t require any change to the Drill Configuration file. 

1. Edit warden.drill-bits.conf file to change system memory that warden allocates to Drill service on each node, by default warden allocates 20% 
of the system memory. 

2. In addition drill-bits do not have to run on all compute nodes and drill-bits can be started or stopped as compute capacity for Drill analytical 
purposes are required. Do note that running queries or connections to Drill can be impacted if drill-bits are stopped. 

$ maprcli node services -name drill-bits -action <stop/start> -nodes <space separated 
list of compute nodes> 

 

Compute node implementation for MapR Event Store 
MapR Event Storage for Apache Kafka enables scalable streaming of real-time messages in an asynchronous approach. Decision on the 
architecture of Producers, Consumers, Topics and Partitions is critical to enable the scalable streaming analytics compute cluster.  
 
1. Create MapR volume “/esdata” with a larger number of initial containers to maximize IO performance.. Note: Additional volumes can be 

created as needed for improved management and scale. 

$ maprcli volume create –name esdata –path /esdata  –containerallocationfactor 50 
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2. Create partition enabled Streams and Topics to scale the producers/consumers to leverage the available compute/memory resources on each 
of the compute nodes. 

3. 10 Partitions per topic is a good starting point to achieve good throughput, but can be adjusted as needed based on the number of 
producers and consumers. This helps achieve parallelism and scaling producers publishing is load balanced between partitions and 
consumers can be grouped to read in parallel. 

$ NUMPARTITIONS=10 
$ maprcli stream create -path /esdata/epa-streams-producer-perf-test -produceperm p      -
consumeperm p -topicperm p -defaultpartitions $NUMPARTITIONS 
$ maprcli stream topic create -path /esdata/epa-streams-producer-perf-test  -topic hpe-epa-
fast-message -partitions $NUMPARTITIONS 

 

Production Configuration 
This section provides an example of single rack configuration requirements for implementing streaming analytics solution and can be considered 
as minimum configuration required for a production environment. Below is a rack-level view of the single-rack Reference Configuration for this 
Reference Architecture. 

 

Figure 6. Single rack architecture for HPE EPA for real-time streaming analytics with MapR Data Platform 
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HPE Sizer for the Elastic Platform for Big Data Analytics 
HPE has developed the HPE Sizer for the Elastic Platform for Big Data Analytics to assist customers with proper sizing of these environments. 
Based on design requirements, the sizer will provide a suggested bill of materials (BOM) and metrics data for a traditional big data cluster which 
can be modified further to meet customer requirements. 

To download the HPE Sizer for the Elastic Platform for Big Data Analytics, visit hpe.com/info/sizers. 

Proof of concept configuration 
Below implementation of streaming analytics was performed with HPE EPA architecture. This is a real world example for processing Stock Market 
Trade data with MapR Data Platform. Stock exchanges offer real-time streams of information about the state of the market and trading activity. 
These data feeds channel a firehose of information that can be used to analyze market activity. However, these applications require a highly 
performant and reliable streaming infrastructure with accompanying services to process and store unbounded datasets. 

One of the key factors driving the need for real-time streaming analytics solution is achieving message processing and analysis of messages in 
millisecond response time for critical events.  Continuous consumption of millions of messages involves capability to cache messages in-memory 
and instant processing of feeding messages to time-sliced data frames (micro-batches), leading to identifying critical events by analyzing these 
data frames in-memory. These events are extremely time dependent and can-not be achieved by offline analysis with batch analytics. The below 
use-case is implemented as blueprint for real-time streaming analytics. 

This demo application focuses on interactive market analysis with a graphical user interface in Apache Zeppelin. 

Our goal is to use this application to demonstrate End-to-End streaming analytics implementation with HPE Elastic Platform for Analytics and 
MapR Data Platform.  

 

Figure 7. Streaming analytics data pipeline blueprint 

The stack used to build the demo is described below. 

Release MapR 6.1.0 

Linux Distro Red Hat 7.5 

MapR Core Packages http://archive.mapr.com/releases/v6.1.0/redhat/ 

MapR Extension Packages http://archive.mapr.com/releases/MEP/MEP-6.0.0/redhat/ 

MapR Installer Packages http://package.mapr.com/releases/installer/redhat/ 

Pre-Requisite packages for each node 
yum install -y curl,device-mapper,iputils,libsysfs,lvm2,nc,nfs-
utils,ntp,nss,openssl,python-devel,sdparm,sudo,syslinux,sysstat,wget,which,yum-utils 

http://www.hpe.com
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Below were the steps involved in establishing this demo. 

1. Build HPE EPA Infrastructure with MapR Data Platform: The first step towards establishing this demo is to build the base cluster for Storage, 
Management and Compute components involving RHEL 7.5 Setup, Infrastructure tuning and MapR Data Platform setup Storage, 
Management and Compute nodes. Above highlighted best practices have been adopted to build the base cluster. Services installed on each 
node are described in the solution overview section. 

2. Establish Trade Processing Data Pipeline: Once the base infrastructure and service layout has been implemented, performance optimization 
of the cluster was performed as per the best practices recommended for Storage and Compute topology. Streaming analytics compute cluster 
was configured for Drill cluster, Spark Streaming and Data Science environment with Zeppelin. 

m20wn0[1-2] Drill cluster for general purpose interactive query service implementation 

m20wn04 Streaming Analytics 

m20wn03 DB Persistor consumer service to persist the trade data to MapR-DB 

m20wn04 MapR Streams Producer 

m20wn05 MapR Streams Fan-Out Consumer 

m20wn06 MapR Streams Spark Streaming Consumer for interactive query using Hive 

 
For rest of the below sections we would assume that all the operations are performed as user “mapr” and against directory 
“/home/mapr” 
 

3. Build Producers and Consumers to stream NYSE Trade data. 

a. [On m20wn04] Build the application  

cd /home/mapr 
git clone http://github.com/mapr-demos/finserv-application-blueprint.git 
cd finserv-application-blueprint 
mvn clean install 
 

b. [On m20wn04] Once the application is built, the result package is created in target directory. 

nyse-taq-streaming-1.0.jar 
 

c. [On m20wn04] This built package is copied to all compute nodes on the cluster  

scp ./target/nyse-taq-streaming-1.0.jar mapr@m20wn01:/home/mapr 
scp ./target/nyse-taq-streaming-1.0.jar mapr@m20wn02:/home/mapr 
scp ./target/nyse-taq-streaming-1.0.jar mapr@m20wn03:/home/mapr 
scp ./target/nyse-taq-streaming-1.0.jar mapr@m20wn04:/home/mapr 
scp ./target/nyse-taq-streaming-1.0.jar mapr@m20wn05:/home/mapr 
scp ./target/nyse-taq-streaming-1.0.jar mapr@m20wn06:/home/mapr 
 

d. [On m20wn04]  A stream is a logical grouping of topics. They give us a way to group together topics and protect those topics with a 
single set of security permissions and other properties. MapR supports the Kafka API for interacting with streams. 

Create a stream 
maprcli stream create -path /esdata/taq -produceperm p -consumeperm p -topicperm p -ttl 900 
 
Validate the stream created  
maprcli stream info -path /esdata/taq 
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e. [On m20wn04]  We only need to create one topic to get started, the rest are created by the application. Topics are created with 
the maprcli tool. 

Create a topic 
maprcli stream topic create -path /esdata/taq -topic trades -partitions 3 

 
Validate a topic 
maprcli stream topic list -path /esdata/taq 
 
Validate messages published on the topic 
maprcli stream topic list -path /esdata/taq | grep sender  | grep -v offset | tail -n 10 | awk 
'{print $4}' | while read line; do echo -n $line" "; maprcli stream topic info -path 
/esdata/taq -topic $line -json | grep maxoffset | awk -F ":" '{print $2}'; done 
 

f. [On m20wn05] We use a multi-threaded micro-service that indexes the incoming information into separate topics by receiver and 
sender. We call this a "fan out" consumer, because it consumes tick data from incoming stock exchange stream and copies each tick 
record into topics belonging to all the participants of a trade. So for example, if this consumer sees an offer by Sender X to sell shares to 
recipients A, B, and C, then this consumer will copy that tick to four new topics, identified as sender_X, receiver_A, receiver_B, and 
receiver_C 

 
java -cp `mapr classpath`:/home/mapr/nyse-taq-streaming-1.0.jar:/home/mapr/finserv-application-
blueprint/src/test/resources com.mapr.demo.finserv.Run consumer /esdata/taq:trades 3 
 

g. [On m20wn04] Start the Producer 

java -cp `mapr classpath`:/home/mapr/nyse-taq-streaming-1.0.jar com.mapr.demo.finserv.Run 
producer /home/mapr/finserv-application blueprint/data/080449 /esdata/taq/taq:trades 
 

4. Build Interactive query service on Indexed stream. 

There are 2 ways in which streaming data can be persisted for long term storage. We have implemented both ways of data storage in this 
PoC. 

a. [On m20wn02] Persist Streams data with MapR-DB 

java -cp `mapr classpath`:/home/mapr/finserv-application-blueprint/target/nyse-taq-streaming-
1.0.jar com.mapr.demo.finserv.Persister -topics /esdata/taq:sender_0310,/esdata/taq:sender_0410 
-table /dbdata/mapr/ticktable -droptable –verbose 

 
 
 

b. [On m20wn02] Validate the db persist operation using Drill commandline 

/opt/mapr/drill/drill-*/bin/sqlline -u jdbc:drill:0: jdbc:drill:> SELECT * FROM 
dfs.`/user/mapr/ticktable` LIMIT 10; 
 

c. [On m20wn02] Persist Streams data with Hive 

We are saving the trades belonging to sender “sender_0410”. This will read messages from the topic associated with the trader 
called sender_0410 and copy those messages to Hive. Remember, this tail operation so it will wait for new messages on that topic. 
 
/opt/mapr/spark/spark-2.0.1/bin/spark-submit --class com.mapr.demo.finserv.SparkStreamingToHive 
/home/mapr/nyse-taq-streaming-1.0-jar-with-dependencies.jar --topics /esdata/taq:sender_0410 --
table ticks_from_0410 
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5. Establish high performance throughput for streaming trades. 

Real world use-cases like streaming analytics for Trade processing, involves millions of message flows. This PoC implementation scales with 
increasing loads, originating from scaling more-and-more streams, and message producers generating millions of messages to stream topics. 
As we scale stream producers with scaling topics and partitions, we observe that throughput achieved with this implementation also scales. 

a. MapR Streams – Scaling Producers, 1 Topic, 1 Partition, 1 Client System 

Throughput increases as we scale the no. of producers per node per topic. Best throughput was achieved with ~20 Producers per node 
per topic and throughput scaling from 600K to ~1.4 million messages per second. Size of each message is 100 bytes. 

 

Figure 8. Scaling stream producers on a single client, publishing messages to 1 topic and 1 partition 

b. MapR Streams – Scaling Partitions, 1 Topic, 10 Producers, 1 Client System 

Throughput increases as we scale the no. of producers per node per topic with scaling partitions. Best throughput was achieved with ~10 
Producers per node, per topic, with 20 partitions with ~100+% CPU utilization and throughput scaling from 1 million to 7 million messages 
per second. The size of each message is 100 bytes. 

 

Figure 9. Scaling stream producers on a single client, publishing messages to 1 topic and 10 partition 
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c. MapR Streams – Scaling Client Systems, 1 Topic, 20 Partition 

Throughput increases as we scale the number of producers per node, per topic. The best throughput was achieved with ~10 producers 
per node per topic, and throughput scaling from 5 million to ~20 million messages per second. The size of each message is 100 bytes. 

 

Figure 10. Scaling stream producers across multiple clients, publishing messages to 1 topic and 20 partitions 

d. MapR Streams – Scaling Partitions, 1 Topic, 5 Client Systems 

Throughput increases as we scale the topic partitions for 10 Producers per client node across 5 client systems producing concurrent 
messages to single topic. Best throughput was achieved with 10 Producers per node per topic with ~100+% CPU Utilization and 
throughput scaling from 20 million to 30 million messages per second. Size of each message is 100 bytes. 

 

Figure 11. Scaling message publishing across multiple clients, multiple producers and 1 topic with multiple partitions  
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Summary 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise and MapR allow one to derive new business insights from streaming analytics by providing a platform to store, 
manage, and process data in real-time. However, designing and ordering Hadoop clusters can be both complex and time consuming. This white 
paper provided a Reference Architecture for deploying clusters of varying sizes with MapR Data Platform on HPE infrastructure and 
management software. These configurations leverage HPE servers, storage and networking, along with integrated management software and 
bundled support. In addition, this white paper has been created to assist in the rapid design and deployment of MapR 6.1 on HPE infrastructure 
for clusters of various sizes. 
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Resources and additional links  
HPE Servers for Big Data Analytics and Hadoop, hpe.com/info/hadoop 

HPE Performance Cluster Manager http://www.hpe.com/software/hpcm 

MapR, mapr.com 

MapR, https://mapr.com/docs/61/ 

HPE FlexFabric 5900 switch series,  
hpe.com/us/en/product-catalog/networking/networking-switches/pip.fixed-port-l3-managed-ethernet-switches.5221896.html 

HPE FlexFabric 5950 switch series,  
hpe.com/us/en/product-catalog/networking/networking-switches/pip.hpe-flexfabric-5950-switch-series.1008901775.html 

HPE ProLiant servers, hpe.com/info/proliant 

HPE Networking, hpe.com/networking  

HPE Pointnext, hpe.com/services 

HPE Sizer for the Elastic Platform for Big Data Analytics (HPE EPA Sizing Tool), 
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=a00005868enw 

HPE Education Services, http://h10076.www1.hpe.com/ww/en/training/portfolio/bigdata.html 

To help us improve our documents, please provide feedback at hpe.com/contact/feedback. 

About MapR 
Headquartered in San Jose, Calif., MapR provides the industry’s only Data Platform that enables customers to harness the power of Big Data by 
combining analytics in real-time to operational applications to improve business outcomes. With MapR, enterprises have an unparalleled data 
management platform for undertaking digital transformation initiatives to achieve competitive edge. For more information, visit mapr.com. 
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